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BLITZSCALING REPORT
Blitzscaling Ventures Monthly Analysis of Top Firm Deals

Blitzscalable Companies Announcing
Investment Rounds in August

Accelerate the BizDev process by
finding customer overlap with partners

August Deal
Statistics
At 53 total, August was
an unusually light deal
announcement month.
But the pool includes a
very strong candidate
for Blitzsclaing.

Total Deals Announced

53

Follow-On Investments

21

Initial Investments

32

B2B

41

B2C

12

Possible Candidates

11

Added to our Watch list

1

Rounds over $100M

11
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Crossbeam
Crossbeam finds overlapping customers and prospects with your partners
while keeping the rest of your data private and secure.

Round Size

$25 Million

Investment Series

Series B

Noted Investors

Redpoint

Location

Philadelphia

Total Raised

$40 Million

Crossbeam aims to be the leading clearinghouse for exchanging high-value contacts with others
that have equally high-value contacts. Want to co-market with American Express but don't have a
way in? Offer for trade your relationship with MasterCard, and someone on the Crossbeam
network will hand you that Amex introduction and save you months of door-knocking. At scale,
they can accelerate the biz dev process by enabling companies to securely share their target
customer/partner lists and identify partnership opportunities.
Crossbeam earned a blitzscaling score of 83/100, underpinned by powerful network effects and
potential for viral distribution. Because this service has the potential to materially accelerate
revenue growth, we estimate these network effects will lead to viral growth. We are a bit cautious
on product market fit here - the complexity of the product and the day-zero issues are things we
need to learn more about. The remaining elements of the business were fantastic; the market for
CRM software is extensive, and as a software product, it earned full marks for gross margins and
scalability. We love it; Crossbeam well earned a spot on our list of companies to dig into further.
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August Deals

As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track
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August Deals Continued
As reported by Crunchbase for the VC firms we track

